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Notes:
1. This AD schedule is applicable to microlight aircraft.
2. This AD schedule includes those National Airworthiness Authority (NAA) ADs and Mandatory Permit Directives (MPD) applicable to microlight aircraft.
   UK MPDs can be obtained directly from the UK website at http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-Industry/Aircraft/Airworthiness/Continuing-airworthiness/Mandatory-Permit-Directives/
   EASA ADs can be obtained from the EASA website at http://ad.easa.europa.eu/
3. The date above indicates the amendment date of this schedule.
4. New or amended ADs are shown with an asterisk *
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DCA/MICRO/1 Wing Leading Edge Fabric – Inspection


Requirement: To prevent failure of the fabric covering the wings, accomplish the following:

1. Inspect the wing fabric from the leading edge back 400mm over the top surface for signs of chaffing against the wing ribs. Pay particular attention to the fabric in the area of the three inboard wing ribs on each wing. Press the fabric immediately each side of each wing rib to ensure the fabric is capable of taking flight loads without ripping. It is the three inboard wing ribs on each wing that are most affected by chaffing because of their position within the propeller slipstream. Before further flight, repair or renew as necessary any fabric that shows signs of chaffing. Micro Aviation (NZ) Ltd SB B22S/99/01 refers.

2. Remove the fabric covering from the wings and inspect the inside of the fabric for evidence of chaffing. Repair or renew any fabric found chaffed. Install PVC Cap Strips P/N B22S–229-1 on the upper surface of each wing rib per SB B22S/99/01.

Compliance: 1. Inspect before further flight.

2. Inspection of inside of fabric and installation of PVC cap strips to be accomplished by 30 June 1999, unless PVC cap strips are already fitted.

Effective Date: 25 March 1999

DCA/MICRO/2 Aluminium Tailplane Strut U-Brackets - Replacement

Applicability: Quad City Challenger II fitted with aluminium tailplane strut U-brackets.

Requirement: To prevent failure of the tailplane strut U-brackets, replace aluminium brackets with stainless steel brackets.

Compliance: By 7 June 1999.

Effective Date: 7 May 1999

DCA/MICRO/3 Flaperon Control System - Inspection


Requirement: To prevent failure of the flaperon cable, accomplish the following:

1. Inspect flaperon cable per Micro Aviation (NZ) Ltd SB B22S/99/02, part (a). Replace any cable with a black outer covering before further flight.

2. For the Bantam B22S model only, replace the lower mounting bracket per SB B22S/99/02, part (b).

Compliance: 1. Before further flight.


Effective Date: 15 July 1999
DCA/MICRO/4  Cancelled – DGAC AD F-2012-001 refers

Effective Date: 17 December 2020

DCA/MICRO/5  Aircraft Fuel System – Calibration

Applicability: All microlight aircraft.

Requirement: To ensure actual and useable fuel quantity are known and accurately displayed to the pilot, calibrate the aircraft fuel system by accomplishing the following after aircraft construction:

1. Maximum fuel capacity:
   Fill the aircraft fuel tanks and determine the actual fuel capacity.

2. Unusable fuel quantity:
   With the aircraft in the most critical flying attitude determine the unusable fuel quantity by test.

3. Intermediate fuel gauge markings:
   Fill the fuel tanks progressively from the unusable fuel quantity level and calibrate the intermediate fuel gauge markings, as applicable.

Note 1: Refer to the applicable aircraft pilot operating handbook (POH), the service manual or build instructions, as required, to accomplish these requirements.

Note 2: The usable fuel quantity will be less than the maximum fuel tank capacity due to there being residual fuel in the fuel system components such as, the gasolators, fuel filters and fuel lines. The location of the fuel pick-ups in the fuel tanks also has an influence on the usable fuel capacity. Once the useable fuel capacity is known the aircraft endurance can be calculated.

Note 3: Avoid low fuel states until the fuel system has been calibrated.

(NZ occurrence refers)

Compliance: 1. 2. & 3. Before first flight after construction, or by 29 May 2009 for those aircraft which have not been calibrated before first flight, unless already accomplished.

Effective Date: 29 May 2008
DCA/MICRO/6  
**NLG Leg – Modification**

**Applicability:**  
All Dyn’Aero MCR type aircraft, all S/N fitted with a 28 mm diameter sliding nose landing gear (i.e. a NLG oleo strut with a 28 mm diameter piston shaft) and a 32 mm external diameter oleo cylinder.

**Requirement:**  
To prevent NLG leg failure, reinforce the nose wheel fork holding bracket per the instructions in Dyn’Aero Service Bulletin No. BS 08 D 0035 dated 10 April 2008, or later approved revisions.  
(DGAC AD F-2008-003 refers)

**Compliance:**  
At the next maintenance inspection, or by 30 September 2008, whichever occurs sooner, unless already accomplished.

**Effective Date:**  
31 July 2008

DCA/MICRO/7  
**Wing Structure and Control System – Modification**

**Applicability:**  
Model Zodiac and Zenith CH 601-XL aircraft, all S/N.

**Note 1:**  
This AD is prompted after six overseas inflight structural breakups of Zodiac CH 601-XL aircraft since 2005. The CAA recommends operators of affected microlight aircraft exercise all possible caution in the operation of their aircraft and observe the safety recommendations in Continuing Airworthiness Notice No. 27-003 issued 20 April 2009 until the requirements of this AD have been accomplished.

**Requirement:**  
To prevent inflight structural failure due to design and operational aspects of the aircraft, accomplish one of the following two modifications:

1. Embody the structural design changes specified in Aircraft Manufacturing and Design (AMD) Safety Alert/Safety Directive, release date 7 November 2009, revision 1, or
2. Embody UK Light Aircraft Association (LAA) modification MOD/162B/004 issue 1 dated 18 August 2009.

**Note 2:**  
The requirements of this AD must be supervised or accomplished and certified in the maintenance records by a microlight inspection authorisation holder or a person who holds a current aircraft maintenance engineer licence with appropriate aircraft group rating issued in accordance with Part 66. The requirements of this AD may also be accomplished by the original builder if the aircraft was built from a kit identified in CAA Rule 103.219(1), (2) or (3) and certified in the maintenance records by microlight inspection authorisation holder or a person who holds a current aircraft maintenance engineer licence with appropriate aircraft group rating issued in accordance with Part 66.

**Note 3:**  
AMD Safety Alert/Safety Directive, release date 7 November 2009 and the recommendations contained in FAA Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin (SAIB) No. CE-10-08 Wing Structural Modification are available on [http://www.zenithair.com/news/ntsb-astm-4-09a.html](http://www.zenithair.com/news/ntsb-astm-4-09a.html) The AMD modification provides instructions to install aileron counter balance weights, the reinforcement of the aileron bellcrank area, and modifications to increase the safety margins of the seat area, main spar bolt area and rear spar area.

**Note 4:**  
LAA modification MOD/162B/004 issue 1 dated 18 August 2009 is available on [http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/engineering.html](http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/engineering.html) The modifications described in MOD/162B/004 provides instructions to modify the wing attachments, adds aileron mass balances, alters the elevator trim system, and includes changes to the weight and cg range.  
(Several overseas inflight structural failure accidents refer)

**Compliance:**  

**Effective Date:**  
26 November 2009
DCA/MICRO/8  Airframe Wiring Loom – Inspection

**Applicability:** Model P92 Eaglet aircraft, P92 Echo Classic De Luxe aircraft, and Any Tecnam aircraft fitted with steel braided brake lines.

**Note:** This AD is not applicable to Tecnam aircraft fitted with nylon brake lines. This AD is prompted by a report from an operator of a P92 Eaglet U/L aircraft of a battery contactor randomly switching on and off without activation of the master switch. Investigation revealed an intermittent short of the 20g wire which grounds the battery contactor via the master switch. The main instrument panel loom which runs to the rear of the aircraft was found chafed and intermittently shorting against the braided brake lines in the fuselage structural box section.

**Requirement:** To prevent failure of the aircraft electrical system due to possible wiring loom short circuits, accomplish the following:

- Disconnect the battery and remove the front seats. Remove the centre console plastic cover to expose the loom from the instrument panel to the box section.
- Lay planks in the rear of the aircraft fuselage to get to the loom. Remove the cable ties securing the main loom to the fuselage wall. Disconnect the output terminal from the battery relay and free up the loom as much as possible.
- Pull the loom back through the box section as far as possible and inspect the loom for any signs of chaffing. Repair any damage before further action.
- Spray the loom with silicon spray and install heavy duty spiral wrap around the main loom where it passes through the airframe structural box section.
- Refit and secure the loom with cable ties, and re-assemble the aircraft per the manufacturer’s instructions.

(NZ Occurrence 10/1761 refers)

**Compliance:** Within the next 50 hours TIS or by 27 June 2010 whichever occurs sooner.

**Effective Date:** 27 May 2010

DCA/MICRO/9B  Strut Ends – Inspection

**Applicability:** Model Thruster T600, T300 and TST series microlight aircraft fitted with aluminium alloy flying strut ends.

**Note 1:** This AD revised to extend the repetitive inspections to every annual condition inspection. DCA/MICRO/9A revised to extend the repetitive inspections to intervals of 100 hours TIS or 6 months whichever occurs sooner.

**Requirement:** To prevent structural failure due to possible exfoliation corrosion splits in the flying strut ends which can result in the loss of a wing, accomplish the following:

- Accomplish the inspection instructions in Thruster Air Services Bulletin TAS/SB 013 issue 2 or later approved revisions. If any cracks or exfoliation corrosion splits are found, replace affected parts with serviceable parts before further flight.

**Note 2:** The visual inspection may be accomplished and recorded in the aircraft maintenance records by the aircraft owner or operator.

**Note 3:** The replacement of aluminium strut ends with steel end fittings terminates the repetitive inspection requirements of this AD. (UK CAA MPD 2010-006R1 refers)

**Compliance:** Within the next 100 hours TIS since the last inspection per DCA/MICRO/9B, and thereafter at intervals not to exceed 100 hours TIS and at every annual condition inspection.

**Effective Date:**
- DCA/MICRO/9  -  29 July 2010
- DCA/MICRO/9A - 25 November 2010
- DCA/MICRO/9B - 31 March 2011
DCA/MICRO/10 Manual Pitch Trim – Inspection

Applicability: Savannah aircraft fitted with a manual bungee pitch trim.

Note 1: Manual bungee pitch trim is introduced with the embodiment of mandatory modification 12. This AD does not affect aircraft fitted with electric trim embodied by modification 4.

Requirement: To prevent pitch trim failure due to the anti-balance tab mechanism becoming strained with the elevator in the full up position which can result in the anti-balance tabs becoming free to flap in the slipstream, accomplish the following:

1. Inspect the anti-balance tab operating mechanism per the instructions in British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) Service Bulletin No. 2283 issue 1 effective date 13 September 2010.

2. Replace the plastic rod-ends in the anti-balance tab operating mechanism with metal rod-ends per the instructions in BMAA SB No. 2283.

3. Modify the anti-balance tab operating mechanism with an approved modification per the instructions in BMAA SB No. 2283.

Note 2: The installation of an electric trim per MBAA modification 4 is an accepted means of compliance with requirement 3 of this AD. This modification eliminates the anti-balance tab operating mechanism problem.

Note 3: A copy of BMAA Service Bulletin No. 2283 issue 1 can be obtained from the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) at http://www.bmaa.org/ The use of later approved revisions of this SB is acceptable for compliance with the requirements of this AD.

(UK CAA MPD 2010-007 refers)

Compliance: 1. At every preflight inspection.


Effective Date: 30 September 2010

DCA/MICRO/11A Cancelled – DCA/MICRO/15 refers

Effective Date: 28 July 2011
DCA/MICRO/12  RH Control Stick – Inspection

Applicability: All Vans RV series aircraft fitted with dual control sticks.

Note: This AD is prompted after an incident in which a dual control RV aircraft flown from the RH seat was involved in a hard landing after the control stick separated from it's receptacle.

Requirement: To insure the RH (passenger) control stick is properly secured to the control column accomplish the following:

Gains access to the lower end of the RH control stick and determine if the stick is secured in the socket per the instructions in Van’s Aircraft Inc. SB No. 07-2-6 dated 6 Feb 2007 or later approved revisions.

If the stick is not secured accomplish the corrective modification per the instructions in SB No. 07-2-6.

(NZ Occurrence 10/4919 refers)

Compliance: Within the next 50 hours TIS or by 23 January 2011 whichever occurs sooner, unless previously accomplished.

Effective Date: 23 December 2010

DCA/MICRO/13  Wing Lift Strut Attachment Plates – Inspection

Applicability: ICP Savannah, MXP-740 Savannah Classic and Savannah VG aircraft, all S/N.

Requirement: To prevent wing strut failure accomplish a detailed visual inspection of the wing lift strut attachment plates and bolts that connect the wing main spar to the front strut for any evidence of cracks, fissures, fretting, deformations, corrosion or oxidation per the instructions in BMAA Service Bulletin 1918 issue 3.

If any defects are found including corrosion (other than mild surface oxidation), accomplish a a BMAA approved repair, or a manufacturer approved repair before further flight.

Note: A copy of BMAA SB no. 1918 issue 3 can be obtained from the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) at http://www.bmaa.org/contact.php

(UK MPD 2010-009 refers)

Compliance: By 30 April 2011 unless previously accomplished, and thereafter at every annual condition inspection.

Effective Date: 31 March 2011
DCA/MICRO/14  Aluminium Fittings – Inspection

Applicability: Model Dyn Aero MCR-01, MCR-01 Club and MCR-01 ULC aircraft, all S/N.

Requirement: To prevent potential structural failure due to possible corrosion, accomplish the following:

Inspect the forward and aft wing attach fittings for general integrity, security and corrosion per the instructions in Light Aircraft Association (LAA) Airworthiness Information leaflet MOD/301/022 issue 1 dated 18 April 2011. It may be necessary to remove both wings to accomplish a thorough visual inspection of the forward and aft wing attach fittings.

Inspect all the aluminium metal fittings on the airframe for general integrity, security and corrosion per the instructions in MOD/301/022.

If any defects are found replace defective parts, or accomplish a LAA approved repair, or a manufacturer approved repair before further flight.

Note 1: A copy of LAA Airworthiness Information leaflet MOD/301/022 issue 1 dated 18 April 2011 can be obtained by emailing LAA Engineering at engineering@laa.uk.com

Note 2: If any defects are found at the initial inspection report the findings to the Light Aircraft Association (LAA). It is anticipated that the repetitive requirements of this AD may be revised depending on the defects found at the initial inspection.

Compliance: Within the next 25 hours TIS or by 13 June 2011 whichever occurs sooner, and thereafter whenever the wings are removed, and at every annual condition inspection for aircraft stored outside, and for hangared aircraft at intervals not to exceed 3 years.

Effective Date: 13 May 2011

DCA/MICRO/15  Rotor Blades – Life Limit

Applicability: Model Rotorsport MT-03, MTOSport and Calidus gyroplanes fitted with rotor blades P/N:

Aircopter 8.4m blade (MT Series) – P/N RSD7033.
Autogyro 8.4m blade (MT series) – P/N RSD7040.
Autogyro 8m blade (MT Series) – P/N RSD7139.
Autogyro 8.4m (Calidus) blade – P/N C.RK20 (BG1448).

Note: This AD supersedes DCA/MICRO/11A to introduce a blade life limit of 700 hours for affected rotor blades. The blade life limit was determined by the manufacturer through further investigation and fatigue assessment of the blade design. The blade inspections in Rotorsport UK Ltd. SB No. 034 issue 3 has been introduced into the aircraft maintenance schedule.

Requirement: To prevent rotor blade failure due to possible cracks, bends and fretting which can result in loss of aircraft control, accomplish the following:

- Review the aircraft records and determine the hours TTIS for the rotor blades.
- If any blade has been in service beyond 700 hours TTIS, replace affected blades before further flight.

((UK CAA Emergency Mandatory Permit Directive 2011-006-E refers)

Compliance: Within the next 10 hours TIS.

Effective Date: 28 July 2011
DCA/MICRO/16  Flaperon Control System – Inspection

Applicability:  Model Dyn Aero MCR-01, MCR-01 Club and MCR-01 ULC aircraft, all S/N.

Requirement:  To prevent aileron control failure due to possible abnormal wear of the flaperon system leading screw and carriage which could result in loss of aircraft control, accomplish the following:

Disassemble and inspect the flaperon control system leading screw and carriage per the instructions in Dyn’Aero Service Bulletin No. 20 F 0010 dated 30 June 2000.

In addition to the instructions in SB No. 20 F 0010, accomplish the following:

Bronze bush condition inspection:

With the aid of a new M6 bolt, turn the bolt into the bronze bush. Turn the bolt 5 turns in one direction and 5 turns in the other direction to determine if there is any axial play, radial play or backlash between the bronze bush and the bolt.

Leading screw thread inspection:

With the aid of a new H nut, turn the nut along the complete length of the screw to determine if there is any axial play, radial play or backlash between the leading screw and the nut.

Leading screw straightness inspection:

Roll the screw on a flat surface to determine straightness.

If the screw is bent, or if any axial play, radial play or backlash is found, or if corrosion or mechanical damage (tool impact marks and scratches) in the screw is found, or if material transfer between the screw and the bronze bush is found, replace the affected leading screw and carriage before further flight.


Note 2:  If any defects are found report the findings to Dyn’ Aero.

(DGAC AD UF-2011-003 refers)

Compliance:  Before further flight and thereafter at intervals not to exceed 100 hours TIS or six months whichever occurs sooner.

Effective Date:  17 October 2011
**DCA/MICRO/17  Rotor Head Assembly Main Bearing Bolt – Inspection**

**Applicability:**
All Rotorsport MT-03 gyroplanes with a zinc plated (silver coloured) rotor assembly main bearing bolt P/N BT696 (M.RK32.12, C.RK08.12) fitted since 6 April 2010.

Rotorsport MTOSport gyroplanes, S/N 024 onwards fitted with a zinc plated (silver coloured) rotor assembly main bearing bolt P/N BT696 (M.RK32.12, C.RK08.12).

All Rotorsport MTOSport gyroplanes with a zinc plated (silver coloured) rotor assembly main bearing bolt P/N BT696 (M.RK32.12, C.RK08.12) fitted since 6 April 2010.

All Calidus gyroplanes fitted with zinc plated (silver coloured) rotor assembly main bearing bolt P/N BT696 (M.RK32.12, C.RK08.12).

**Requirement:**
To prevent failure of the main bearing bolt which may result in separation of the rotor blade assembly and loss of gyroplane control, accomplish the following:

Replace the zinc plated (silver coloured) rotor assembly main bearing bolt P/N BT696 per the instructions in Rotorsport Service Bulletin SB053.

**Note 1:**
The requirements of this AD must be supervised or accomplished and certified in the maintenance records by a microlight inspection authorisation holder or a person who holds a current aircraft maintenance engineer licence with appropriate aircraft group rating issued in accordance with Part 66.

**Note 2:**
A copy of Rotorsport Service Bulletin No. SB053 can be obtained from [http://www.rotorsport.org/index.html](http://www.rotorsport.org/index.html)

(UK CAA Mandatory Permit Directive 2011-007 refers)

**Compliance:**
Within the next 30 hours TIS or by 29 February 2012 whichever occurs sooner.

**Effective Date:**
30 November 2011
The State of Design ADs listed below are available directly from the National Airworthiness Authority (NAA) websites. Links to NAA websites are available on the CAA website at https://www.aviation.govt.nz/aircraft/airworthiness/airworthiness-directives/links-to-state-of-design-airworthiness-directives/

If additional NZ ADs need to be issued when an unsafe condition is found to exist in an aircraft or aeronautical product in NZ, they will be added to the list below.

**UK MPD 2011-001-E**  Rudder Pedal Mounting Block – Inspection  
Effective Date: 4 March 2011

**UK MPD 2012-005-E**  Sail Reinforcement Degradation – Additional Test Requirement  
Applicability: Pegasus Quik, Quik GT450, QuikR and Quik GTR microlights with X-05 or Technora reinforcement bands.  
Note: These aircraft are manufactured by P & M Aviation Ltd.  
Effective Date: 21 November 2012

**UK MPD 2014-001-E**  Control Cable Shackles and Elevator Joiner – Inspection  
Effective Date: 18 January 2014

**EASA AD 2015-0185-E**  Nose Landing Gear – Inspection  
Applicability: Sportcruiser aircraft, all S/N fitted with NLG P/N SG0270N.  
Effective Date: 3 September 2015

**UK MPD 2016-008-E**  Wing Luff Line Attachment Webbing – Inspection  
Applicability: Pegasus XL-Q variants, Pegasus Quasar variants, Pegasus Quantum variants, Pegasus Quik, Quik, Quik GT450, Quik Lite, Gemini Flash IIA and Mainair Blade variants manufactured by P&M Aviation Ltd.  
Effective Date: 3 October 2016

**UK MPD 2016-009**  Hang Bolt Installation – Inspection  
Applicability: QuikR and Quik GTR microlights.  
Note: These aircraft are manufactured by P & M Aviation Ltd.  
Effective Date: 25 November 2016

**UK MPD 2017-003-E**  Hang Bolt plus Lanyard – Inspection  
Applicability: Pegasus Quasar 2 TC, Pegasus Quantum 15 (Rotax 2-stroke engines), Pegasus Quantum 15-912, Pegasus Quantum 15-HKS, Pegasus Quik, Quik GT450, QuikR, Quik GTR and PulsR microlights.  
Note: These aircraft are manufactured by P & M Aviation Ltd.  
Effective Date: 21 February 2017
UK MPD 2016-011-E  Clevis Pin/Split Ring Installations – Inspection

**Applicability:**
This MPD is applicable to numerous aircraft type manufactured by P & M Aviation Ltd.

**Note:**
P & M Aviation SB 144 issue 3, dated 27 October 2016, or later approved revision pertains to the subject of this MPD.

**Compliance:**
Before further flight, and thereafter at every annual condition inspection.

**Effective Date:**
30 March 2017

---

UK MPD 2017-004-E  Rigging Cables with Roll Swaged End Terminals – Inspection

**Applicability:**
This MPD is applicable to numerous aircraft type manufactured by P & M Aviation Ltd.

**Note:**
P & M Aviation SB 147 issue 1, dated 10 May 2017, or later approved revision pertains to the subject of this MPD.

**Compliance:**
Before further flight, and thereafter at every annual condition inspection.

**Effective Date:**
15 May 2017

---

EASA AD 2017-0092-E  DUC Propellers H-FLR2 (FLAIR-2) – Remove from Service

**Applicability:**
H-FLR2_5-D-I_C propellers, all S/N.

**Note:**
These propellers are known to be installed on, but not limited to certain certified CEAPR / Robin aircraft. Affected propellers can also be found installed on microlight aircraft.

**Effective Date:**
23 May 2017

---

UK MPD 2018-009-E  Front Fork Top Steering Plate – Inspection

**Applicability:**
All Calidus aircraft fitted with rear seat rudder pedals.

**Note:**
Rotorsport UK, Autogyro GmbH and Autogyro Germany are the known manufacturers for affected aircraft.

**Effective Date:**
25 October 2018

---

DCA/MICRO/18  Airmaster Propellers - Removal from Service

**Applicability:**
Airmaster AP306 and AP406 propellers.

**Requirement:**
To prevent propeller hub failure due to incorrectly machined components or fitment to an unsuitable engine, accomplish the following:

1. Remove from service all AP306 and AP406 propellers until they have been returned to the manufacturer for a conformity inspection and compliance with Airmaster SB 306-1, or SB 406-1, as applicable.

2. Remove from service all AP306 propellers fitted to Continental, or Lycoming engines.

**Note:**
The same requirement for Airmaster AP306 and AP406 propellers installed on amateur built aircraft is mandated by DCA/ABUILT/6.

**Compliance:**
Initial compliance required before the issue of a New Zealand Flight Permit, or at the next annual condition inspection, whichever is the sooner, unless previously accomplished.

**Effective Date:**
17 December 2020
DCA/MICRO/19  Crankshaft - Replacement and Propeller Attachment Flange - Inspection

Applicability: All Revmaster engines.

Requirement: To prevent possible failure due to fatigue, accomplish the following using approved conditions and procedures:

1. Remove from service all cast ductile steel crankshafts and replace with equivalent forged steel crankshafts.

2. Inspect propeller attachment flange for cracks, especially in bore keyway groove and oil transfer hole if present, using magnetic particle method. Remove from service any part found cracked.

Note: The same requirement for Revmaster engines installed on amateur built aircraft is mandated by DCA/ABUILT/5.

Compliance: Initial compliance required before the issue of a New Zealand Flight Permit, or at the next annual condition inspection, whichever is the sooner, unless previously accomplished.

Effective Date: 17 December 2020

DCA/MICRO/20  Aileron Pulley Mounting - Modification

Applicability: All Jodel D.11 aircraft.

Requirement: Civil Aviation Department (CAD) modification AWD/11.

Note 1: The same requirement for the aileron pulley mounting on amateur built Jodel D.11 aircraft is mandated by DCA/ABUILT/2A.

Note 2 A copy of CAD modification AWD/11 is available on the Airworthiness Directives webpage on the CAA website.

Compliance: Initial compliance required before the issue of a New Zealand Flight Permit, or at the next annual condition inspection, whichever is the sooner, unless previously accomplished.

Effective Date: 17 December 2020

DGAC AD F-2012-001  Horizontal Stabiliser - Inspection

Applicability: All Dyn’Aero MCR type aircraft, all S/N.

Requirement: Refer DGAC AD F-2012-001.

Compliance: The initial inspection per requirement 3.1 of DGAC AD F-2012-001 required before the issue of a New Zealand Flight Permit, or at the next annual condition inspection, whichever is the sooner, unless previously accomplished.

Compliance with requirement 3.2 of DGAC AD F-2012-001 required within the next 12 months from 17 December 2020.

Compliance with requirement 3.3 of DGAC AD F-2012-001 required at intervals not to exceed 100 hours TIS, or 12 months, whichever occurs first from compliance with requirement 3.1 of DGAC AD F-2012-001.

Effective Date: 17 December 2020
UK MPD 2022-001  Aileron Centre Hinge Attachment – Inspection

Applicability:  Aircraft fitted with Edge wings and an aileron centre hinge measuring 1-3/4” in height.

Aircraft affected by this MPD include, but may not be limited to Edge 360, Edge 540 and Laser Z200 aircraft, all S/N.

Effective Date:  4 February 2022

* UK MPD 2022-003 (Correction) Door Brackets – Modification

Applicability:  Europa aircraft, all models, all S/N.

Note:  Typographical errors corrected in this MPD with regard to canopy door locking and passenger descriptions.

Effective Date:  UK MPD 2022-003 (Correction) - 17 February 2022

* UK MPD 2022-004-E  Seat Locking and Secondary Seat Restraint – Inspection

Applicability:  All Reality Escapades and Sherwood Scout aeroplanes, all S/N.

Effective Date:  24 February 2022